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Why PKI consolidation and certificate

ownership are crucial elements of 

success



The agenda

• Who am I: Jacob Højmark Nielsen at a glance

• The past: A short stroll down memory lane

• The present: The current state of PKI

• The future: How to succeed

• Q&A: Fire at will



Who am I?
Jacob Højmark Nielsen at a glance

My business card

• Experience: 20 years in the PKI industry

• Position: Co-founder and CEO of TRUSTZONE for 18 years

• Quality: Commercial know-how with a technical flair

• Mission: Connecting the dots between advanced tech and real people



The past
A short stroll down memory lane

1976-1998 from a commercial PoV 1998-2022 from a commercial PoV

1976: PKI is invented

1976-1995: Not a lot

1995: SSL Version 2.0 is released

1998: Windows NT 4 Option Pack, 1st Microsoft CA

1998-2005: PKI is immature, PKI = SSL

2005: CA/B Forum is established

2015: Let’s Encrypt is born

2015>: Lift-off in a growing market



The present: The good
The current state of PKI

• The explosive growth of the digital world

Estimated 29 billion connected devices, 18 billion IoT devices

• The route towards short/shorter-lived certificates

Multiply the market by x

• The industry

The drivers influencing the PKI industry are on a heavy uptake

and the market seems to be in a mature state

The present in key bullets from a PKI PoV



The present : The bad
The current state of PKI

• The lack of clear ownership and consolidation

No organization responsibility leads to the silo fallacy and failed projects

• The competency/mandate gap

The experts don’t have the mandate, the mandates don’t have the expertise

• The blurred lines

Other technologies, industry blind spots, communication, etc.

The present in key bullets from a PKI PoV



The present : The questions
The current state of PKI

• The toolbox

The importance of infrastructure transparency and automated Certificate Lifecycle Management

• The decision

From the basement to the corner office: top down vs. bottom up

• The potential

Unfolding and tapping into the potential of holistic PKI step-by-step

The present in key bullets from a PKI PoV



The present : The 3 Ps to master
The current state of PKI

• The People

Combining expertise and mandate

• The Processes

Defining, delegating, and communicating the processes 

• The Products

Agility, scalability, and robustness are key factors to choose the right system

The present in key bullets from a PKI PoV



The future: Focus on the essentials
How to succeed

How to be successful with PKI #1 How to be successful with PKI #2

• Consolidation

Make your PKI strategy an organizational priority not a 

department project

• Certificate ownership

Anchor responsibilities and avoid fragmented actions



How to succeed
7 steps recipe

1. Define PKI strategy and mandate at highest level possible

2. Appoint all stakeholders

3. Communicate PKI strategy across all departments

5. Buy-in from all stakeholders before laminating the plan

6. Action and go do what you have planned

7. Celebrate your success

4. Create a crystal clear, feasible, and tangible plan



Conclusion
Simplifying complexity

Key take aways

• It all boils down to one question

Do you have the right people with the right competencies with the right mandate to drive your PKI strategy…?

- If yes, the possibility for success is within reach.



Q&A
Fire at will

How to be successful with PKI #2



No. 1 in the North 

Encrypt, Authenticate, Automate TM


